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ME+EM
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BOOM!
Boom Cycle, the ‘Party on a bike’ spin 
studio with loud music and low lighting is 
taking London by storm. The first boutique 
spin studio in London now operates from 
four studios in the capital. 

2018 has already been another big year 
for Boom Cycle with the opening of their 
Monument studio following the re-brand 
from Cyclebeat which they acquired in 
August 2017. 

Boom Cycle have recently appointed David 
Lloyd as non-Executive Chairman. David 
brings a wealth of experience to further 
enhance the Boom team. 

Boom are also now in the “overfunding”  
of their crowdfunding and have lined up  
a great site opposite Waterloo Station  
(the UK’s busiest station) for our fifth 
location. So, exciting times ahead for  
Boom Cycle.

We have invested in 30 exciting 
businesses: businesses which 
today employ over 6,000 people; 
businesses that are led by people in 
whom we see passion, vision and 
exceptional leadership qualities.

In this issue, we provide an update 
on some key developments in a 
number of our portfolio companies, 
as well as news about some of our 
most recent investments. 

Finally, in each issue we interview 
the founders of one of our 
companies. After all, it is these 
people who ultimately drive the 
success of Pembroke. 

hello
In 2009, Clare Hornby decided to offer 
women flattering, on-trend and beautifully 
made clothes at lower prices. Employing her 
extensive consumer insight from 15 years 
in the advertising industry, along with a 
lifetime’s love of fashion and an obsession 
with fit, Clare launched ME+EM. Since then 
the brand has flourished, opening two new 
stores in Marylebone and Chelsea this year, 
bringing the total number across London 
to five with strong trading performance 
throughout. ME+EM has now become 
the go-to brand for trousers, making this 
ME+EM’s largest category, which accounts 
for a third of sales.

Chucs Bar & Grill has added two new UK 
locations. Chucs Harrods opened in February 
with a new menu, an Italian marble-topped bar 
and rich blue leather stools, all encompassed 
by wooden panelling. Secondly, supported 
by Pembroke’s follow-on investment, was 
the opening of Chucs Serpentine. Set within 
the Magazine, Zaha Hadids extension of the 
Sackler Gallery, the 86-cover venue features 
the classic menu appealing to all taste buds. 
Summer saw Chucs take on St Tropez with four 
months on the French Riviera with a residency 
at the Sailing Club. This proved a welcome 
addition to the Sailing Club members with 
busy lunch and dinner service.

CHUCS AWAY



blaze is now

Pembroke has recently invested £1 million in 
Popsa, the rapidly-growing photo-album 
startup. Popsa launched in March 2016 on 
Apple’s iOS (which has a 19% global market 
share in smart phones), and will soon be 
launching an Android version giving it access to 
an additional 76% share of the global market. 

The company, with over 200,000 customers 
worldwide, aims to revolutionise the traditional 
photo-printing model, cutting the selecting and 
ordering time down to as little as six minutes 
versus an industry average measured in hours.

As Popsa founder, Liam Houghton says:   
“This is a multi-billion dollar industry that  
has been built on a legacy of clunky and 
frustrating tools that force people to use 
Photoshop-style software with thousands of 
options. The coming wave of automation is 
going to utterly transform many industries and 
we aim to lead that transformation in our sector. 

“We’re already seeing results of this new 
approach. Whereas traditionally customers 
would order once or twice a year for big events 
such as weddings and Christmas,  

A PHOTO FINISH...

PlayerLayer, a sportswear business that supplies kit and casualwear to clubs, universities 
and schools, has raised £7 million to help it expand overseas. Pembroke was among the big 
backers in the fundraising round.

PlayerLayer, set up a decade ago in Nottingham by three childhood friends, designs 
customised strips for teams including British Speed Skating, England Lacrosse and London 
Blitz American football.

PlayerLayer have signed a deal with Under Armour to become their licence partner for 
teamwear for Europe.
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As with all investments, there are ups and 
downs. La Bottega, the Italian chain of 
delicatessens, closed its Pont Street site 
earlier this year and now operates from 
three sites. 

This closure allows us to fully  
concentrate on the remaining three 
La Bottega sites, building traction and  
a loyal customer base. 

Technology firm Blaze has undergone a 
complete rebrand and has been renamed after 
the green gemstone ‘beryl’.

Its flagship front ‘Laserlight’ for bikes tackles the 
blind spot by projecting the symbol of a cyclist 
down onto the road ahead of the bike, signalling 
to drivers not to turn across its path. Adopted 
by all the 12,500 rentable bikes in London, 

TRAILBLAZERS
beryl laserlights also adorn all the Citi Bikes in 
New York.  

The devices also collect data from the bikes, 
and beryl are now developing ‘smarter’ fleet 
technology for bikes. The business is now 
gearing up to launch a new generation of lights 
this Autumn, and reveal new technology in  
bike share.

our customers are printing more casual subjects 
every other week. Popsa’s technology is 
significantly reducing the barriers to purchase.” 



In a nutshell, tell me about Plenish.
Plenish is an award-winning organic drinks business on a mission to 
inspire all of us to make small changes that have a big impact on your 
health and the planet. 

We make the best plant-based milks and juices created from 
delicious, sustainable ingredients and use zero additives 
or sweeteners. 

Plenish products are available through our 
website and the UK’s top retailers like 
Waitrose, Wholefoods, Sainsbury’s 
and Ocado. 

Have you seen changing attitudes to healthier 
lifestyles impact the business? 
Absolutely. When I started the business in 2012, there was much less 
awareness around the dangers of sugar, or why plant based eating 

was better for you and the planet. We’ve seen the category we 
operate in continue to have double digit growth, 

and our customers are now getting very savvy 
about the impact nutrition has on their life. 

Our category has grown, and we have 
increased our market share, over 

performing category growth year 
after year. 

When and why did you seek funding?  
How did you go about it? 
When I first started, we were using very small, not industrialised 
equipment to make our juices and milks. It just wasn’t scalable.  
I wanted to invest in industrialised equipment and hire someone  
with a manufacturing background so I could do what I did best,  
sales and marketing. 

I approached Pembroke to present my business plan and growth 
ambitions and I loved Pembroke’s approach, which was to offer help and 
support and introductions and we came to a pretty swift agreement.

What advice would you give to people seeking funding 
for the first time? 
Make sure you find investors that share your vision for growth, timings 
and the plan for how you want to achieve that growth. Things often 
don’t go exactly to plan, so you need to find investors that share your 
sensibilities and aren’t on a really tight timetable for an exit. 

Find someone who believes in your brand (but most importantly believes 
in you) and what you want to achieve in the long term, so if you need 
to pivot, you will all be secure that you’ll get to the finish line, albeit on 
a slightly different path to how you laid it out in the business plan.

What challenges  
did you face starting out? 
The biggest challenge for me was 
creating a fresh supply chain. My 
past career was in marketing for the NY 
magazine publisher, Conde Nast. Dealing with 
farmers and sourcing fresh ingredients was a whole 
new ballgame and definitely the steepest learning curve for 
me when starting up Plenish. 

How has Pembroke added 
more than just funding to  

the brand?
Pembroke have been great at offering advice 

and support and contacts. If I hit a wall that I don’t 
see an immediate way around, I often call Andrew Wolfson or 

the team and their advice very often helped Plenish open a new door. 

Why did you start  
the business?
I started the business after 
moving to the UK ten 
years ago and not being 
able to find the healthy, 
high integrity drinks I had 
grown to depend on back 
in New York. 

I saw a major gap in the 
market in the UK and Europe 
and set up Plenish in 2012. 

This newsletter is not a Financial Promotion for the purposes of Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”). The content of this newsletter has not been verified, 
and neither Pembroke VCT plc nor Oakley Investment Managers LLP accepts responsibility to any person for its current or continued accuracy. This newsletter is not deemed to offer 
investment, financial or legal advice.

What was the best 
piece of advice or 
support you have 
been given? 
As a founder/entrepreneur, 
I am always looking at  
the future and thinking 
about growth. I was told 
to  remember to pause 
every once in a while (even 
if just once a year) and 

enjoy the view  from where 
you are today from where 

you came from. 

What makes our founders tick and what do they look for from their investors?  
We speak to Kara Rosen, founder of Plenish, the fast-growing organic drinks sensation. 

healthy returns
FOUNDERS’ PRINCIPLES
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